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The connectivity of ethnic displays: new codes for identity
in northern Laos

Guido Sprenger*

Institute of Anthropology, University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany

In Laos, cultural festivals and other forms of ethnic display communicate locality and
ethnicity to external agencies, in particular the nation state. This article documents
strategies of identity-making in a small festival that was staged spontaneously in a
Rmeet (Lamet) village. The chosen representations were conventional: dance, music,
clothing. The Rmeet thereby employed a festival code used by numerous minorities
worldwide. But these recently invented traditions are continuous with earlier represen-
tations that addressed various categories of strangers, including historic states and non-
state groups. What has changed is the connectivity of the representations. Dance or
costume used to represent external relationships in the past, but have been recoded for
present use. Moreover, Rmeet have appropriated a New Year’s festival invented by the
neighboring Khmu. Thus, ethnic displays appear as the most recent way of commu-
nicating difference in a code that connects them with the state, neighboring ethnicities,
and a global language of locality.

Keywords: Laos; Rmeet; ethnicity; ritual; festivals

Cultural heritage in the form of festivals, dances, and costumes emerges at the interface
between the nation, imagined as shared culture, and the level of local identities, e.g.
ethnicities, where the same concept of shared culture is replicated on a smaller scale. In
this process, certain representations are isolated from their previous contexts or invented
outright, in order to stage performances and create images of locality that are visible on a
national and global level. For these phenomena, I choose ethnic displays, or displays of
ethnicity, as a descriptive term. The term folklorization, in contrast, usually carries a
negative load of inauthenticity, state control of representations and commodification,1

while other available terms such as social production seem too generic for the specificity
of such displays. Ethnic displays result from a process in which local, national, and global
levels interact in order to create new images of locality. Such displays not simply (mis-)
represent some kind of previous culture but rather help to create new markers of ethnicity.
The following account from northern Laos documents the choice and development of
such markers in their early stages. In this case, what appears to be mainly communication
between a specific locality or ethnicity and the state turns out to be a transformation of a
much broader field of interethnic relationships into which the locality is embedded.

The event in question occurred in August 2011, in Mbling, a village of Rmeet (Lamet)
in northern Laos, where I had done research in the preceding years. A number of villagers
had been close associates since 2000, when they had been living in a different village,
where I spent my first year of fieldwork. Until 2011, I never had the opportunity to
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document certain Rmeet representations2 like the sword dance or drumming. I knew that
the dance was occasionally performed during rituals, and several elderly men had wist-
fully talked about the time when they, still young, would court their girls with drumming.
Sometimes they would absent-mindedly start to drum on a piece of wood or a gas can,
since no drums were available.

When I saw a newly bought drum in the home of my host family, I asked to make a
few recordings. I had expected one of the elderly men to show up and demonstrate a few
minutes of drumming. But instead, as the evening settled in, the square in front of my
family’s house was covered with a large plastic sheet. Lamps were set up, and the village
headmen explained the importance of Rmeet culture to the assembled crowd of villagers
and a single visitor from a nearby Lao village. What followed were sword dances by two
men in succession, among them the village headman, accompanied by drumming, and a
Lao-style Lambong circle dance, in which pairs of men and women move side by side.
The women wore clothes that on earlier occasions had been described to me as traditional
Rmeet costume, and the dance was concluded by a series of mutual drinks of rice whisky
by the couples. What surprised me was not only the generosity with which villagers
responded to my request, but also their skill in adopting the conventional form of the
ethnic culture festival in a village with no tourism, no TV, and no direct participation in
folklorization projects organized by the state.

In the following analysis of this event, I argue that villagers’ readiness to adopt ethnic
displays as a current form of connecting with the outside emerges from a history of earlier
engagements with external socialities, both states and other ethnicities. This history entails
the development of shared codes for communication in a field of cultural difference. With
ethnic festivals, Rmeet villagers adopt a new code, just as they have adopted other codes
serving similar purposes in the past. Each code consists of a set of signs of the same
category, like dress, dances, currencies,3 or commodities on markets,4 which are used to
differentiate and connect identities. These codes of communication resemble the ‘ritual
language’ shared by Shan and Kachin, as described by Leach.5 The stress here, however,
does not lie on the sharing of representations. Rather, the codes formalize differences
between categories and groups that see each other as distinct.6 Transferring such repre-
sentations from earlier codes to new ones also entails a change in their connectivity (see
below).

This process is determined by the specific context of local and national scales,
respectively. In Laos, little more than half of the population belong to the dominant
group: the Lao, Buddhist wet-rice cultivators who founded kingdoms and centralized
domains in what is today the Lao People’s Democratic Republic (Lao PDR). Besides
them, the official census recognizes 48 other ethnicities – that is, groups whose cultural
distinctiveness has been subject to some degree of reification by historical differentiation
and census processes. Many of these are non-Buddhist swidden cultivators considered
backward and superstitious by many Lao, in continuity with their marginalization in the
royal and colonial periods. However, there is no legal discrimination against minorities,
and official representations and rhetoric stress the equality and brotherhood of all the
peoples of Laos.7

This diversity has become an asset for (eco-)tourism, especially trekking tours to
‘authentic’ ethnic villages in Luang Nam Tha province, where many Rmeet live. The
main street of Luang Nam Tha town, an otherwise fairly inconspicuous administrative
centre, is lined with travel agencies offering trips to ethnic villages, some of them
employing Rmeet as guides.8 Thus, tourism has become a major means to romanticize
and exoticize uplanders in Laos.9
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However, this is of little concern for the Rmeet of Mbling, who live on the bank of the
Nam Tha river, several hours by boat from Luang Nam Tha town. What is more important
for their idea of how outsiders conceive them is the aforementioned claim of the Lao
nation state to integrate all peoples of the country. As Kham,10 my main interlocutor on
this issue, explained, days of national celebration involve the display of ethnicity. Be it the
national football league, the memorial days for revolutionary leaders, the election of the
provincial governor, or the Army Foundation Day, people dress in clothes that display
their ethnicity and perform their dances and music. He painted a picture of a great shared
visibility of minority cultures in Vientiane or in Luang Nam Tha, a picture from which the
Rmeet, he worried, happened to be absent. In fact, neither he nor I have actually witnessed
these events, and I personally doubt that all ethnicities of the country, with the single
exception of the Rmeet, join this form of display. However, the mere idea of such a deficit
seems to have a significant impact on some Rmeet who are concerned with the visibility
of their ethnicity.

This is the context of the show that was set up after my request. The question is,
‘Which representations are chosen for display, and how do they solidify into a sort of
reified image of ethnic identity?’ The case of the Rmeet of Mbling allows for the
observation of this process at its very beginnings. I will argue that those representations
prominently displaying ethnicity already demonstrated transcultural engagements of local
communities and related locality to outsiders in the past. Thus, their connectivity in a pre-
nation state setting offered potentials of expansion to present nation-state and global
levels.

The connectivity of ritual

I loosely adopt the term ‘connectivity’ from Niklas Luhmann’s theory of autopoietic
social systems.11 With connectivity, I mean the potential of cultural representations to
produce further communication and thereby engender social relationships and allocate
certain roles to actors.12 Thus, a marriage rule is a representation that has the potential to
link families as affines on a scale that mostly encompasses people of shared ethnicity. The
marriage rule’s connectivity also helps to create and cultivate the difference from other
ethnicities with different rules. A national currency, on the other hand, is a representation
with the potential to establish relationships of trade on a national level, beyond ethnicity.
This does not mean that each and every time the representation in question is used it
creates this relationship, but it has the potential to do so.

This is particularly true for ritual, which I understand as an act or set of acts
recognized by a specific community as creating, reproducing, or maintaining certain
constitutive relationships of that community.13 Ritual’s potential to address and include
particular categories of persons, social institutions, and cosmological forces constitutes its
connectivity. The element of display and performance found in many rituals is particularly
important for this context. They are performed in order to be witnessed. This distinguishes
performers and audience, putting the spectators into a particular, valorized role that in turn
valorizes the ritual as such. The difference between performers and witnesses might be
matched to categories of persons who are important for the reproduction of the social, e.g.
men as performers and women as audience. This way, a ritual of display reproduces
relationships constitutive for the community.

Strangers and outsiders sometimes constitute a specific kind of audience. In many
Southeast Asian societies, the prestige of a ritual is reconfirmed and enhanced by the
presence of strangers, making them crucial for the ritual’s success.14 By creating a specific
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difference between performers-as-insiders and witnesses-as-outsiders, outsiders represent
an additional connectivity of the event. The ritual, so to say, reaches out into the domains
beyond its immediate efficacy and connects them to the local.

In order to accomplish this expansion, the specific connectivity of many rituals is
inherently changeable. A ritual connecting to household and kin group might expand
towards a wider audience. This is so because the controlled separation of ritual from
everyday life is able to charge communications and roles with specific values and ideas.
At the same time, separation and formalization also allow rituals to disconnect from one
context of values and ideas and move to another. Rituals thus can shift their connectivity
while keeping their form. Ethnic displays are such rituals. They might contain representa-
tions whose connectivity used to relate to the village level, to the household, or to the
invisible world. However, the distinction of performers and audience in these contexts can
be transferred to other categories of persons and thereby acquire different connectivities.
In a new version of a ritual, performers might be locals with a particular identity (e.g. an
ethnicity), while the audience encompasses all kinds of strangers. When ritual representa-
tions appear as ethnic display, they potentially connect to foreigners or the nation state, as
an ‘imagined national audience’, as Denes15 writes, even if no representative of these
categories is present at the performance. Thus, ethnic displays like culture festivals are
employed to establish connectivity between local groups and the national and global
public by assigning insiders and outsiders to specific roles inherent to ritual and thereby,
to society. This connectivity is, as argued above, a potentiality, pointing for example at a
desirable future for the group that produces the display.16

This approach to ethnic display as ritual construction of inside and outside as
constitutive relationships is rare in the literature. While the ground-breaking collection
The Invention of Tradition17 approached its subject in a revelatory, even ironic way, it is
now generally accepted that the invention of tradition is itself an act of cultural creativity,
as in the case of ethnic displays like dance.18 However, local creativity and agency often
appear in relationship to strong state hegemony. The expanding literature about ethnic
festivals in the region, in particular on southern China, serves as an example. The situation
in the PR China is characterized by the state’s mastery of large public displays and
internal tourism. Therefore, many of these studies focus on power and agency and stress
the disconnect between state-sponsored representations of ethnicity and local meanings.19

While local agency is undeniable, it primarily unfolds in relation to the state.20 The state is
indeed crucial for the shaping of such ethnic displays, as state force discourages locals
from expressing their identity by, for example, land claims or communal jurisdiction, but
rather channels their efforts toward harmless dancing and singing.21

However, the situation in Laos, in particular among Rmeet in Mbling, is fairly
different, and therefore I choose a different approach.22 The state is less present in this
location, there is no tourism and few mass media available. For this situation, those
approaches that analyse culture festivals as transformations of local histories and repre-
sentations seem more appropriate.23 I build upon these studies and focus on ethnic display
as a means of transcultural communication, a communication that is legible from different
angles. I do not do so only because my interlocutors clearly conveyed to me their sense of
choice and agency, which they did. I am also taking into account that all communication
underlies strong constraints, which few actors are able to control effectively.
Communication across (perceived) cultural boundaries is subject to such constraints.

The focus on local histories and representations suggests that nation states in the sense
of cultural projects, along with ethnicities, are not simply given agents in power relations
but themselves artifacts emerging from constrained transcultural communications.
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Therefore, what the ‘state’ is and how an ‘ethnicity’ is shaped results from the process
Jonsson calls ‘negotiating difference’.24 This approach helps to focus on the way locals
make sense of their communicative efforts on the base of their historical experiences and
their valorization of strangers. I see the development of ethnic displays thus as a way to
expand extant cultural representations towards a new connectivity.

A number of studies tend to focus on a break between ‘traditional’ and ‘modern’ uses
and perceptions, e.g. when harvest rituals, dances, or costumes appear during cultural
festivals or national parades, as tourist shows or on TV.25 However, a closer analysis
might reveal that what appears as an enforced break with the past turns out to be a
transformation of code and connectivity, in tune with earlier, comparable developments.

Therefore, I see such rituals as inclusive of the outside. They create a momentary
image of society as a whole, make a statement about the socio-cosmic order and allocate
outsiders within this order. Thus, the strangers are subordinated to the socio-cosmic
relations that the ritual recreates.26 Displays of ethnicity expand the whole to include
categories like the nation state, tourists, and a global media audience. Instead of being less
authentic than earlier rituals, ethnic festivals and displays establish new connectivities,
which integrate additional fields of sociality, audiences, and scales of witnesses. A dance
performed in front of co-villagers as part of a wedding casts its audience in a different role
than the same dance performed on a stage as part of an ethnic display.

This relationship is, however, mutual. It is not unimportant who these strangers are,
how they connect to external domains, how they are addressed and how this in turn
changes the way the ritual is being performed. The demands of these new connections
alter the ritual itself. This is also because certain outsiders require to be addressed in a
language they understand – the nation state today is the prime example of this kind of
others. The global audience of cultural diversity, re-structured to fit the forms provided by
global media, is another. This calls for the adoption of external models of representations,
of a new code of display and ethnic culture in the form of festivals and folklore.

In case of the Rmeet, the use of certain representations in displays of ethnicity
expands upon their earlier function of relating outside and inside in a pre-national and pre-
globalized setting. What appears as an entirely new expression in terms of modernist and
essentializing notions of ‘culture’ and ‘tradition’, might just as well be an expansion of
previously established connections from the local perspective – a continuity of creativity
in identity markers.27

Rmeet ethnicity in the Laotian context

The Lao PDR with its great cultural diversity provides a particularly apt situation studying
these processes. Created in its current form by French colonialism out of the remains of a
much larger kingdom under Siamese suzerainty, and headed by a socialist government
that promises equality to all its culturally diverse citizens, the Lao PDR has difficulties
defining the kind of historical and cultural unity which is deemed to be a requirement for
the building of a nation state.28 Thus, the relationship between the Laotian state and its
ethnic minorities is ambiguous. Until the nineteenth century, non-Buddhists and uplanders
were called kha, meaning ‘serf’, a term also associated with wilderness and savagery, as in
other Tai states.29 The Lao acknowledged these marginal peoples as the original owners of
the land, and thus their subordination under the Laotian kings needed to be reversed
periodically in royal ritual. By placing the kha on the throne for a brief ritual moment, the
king established proper relationships with the land and legitimated himself as the ‘lord of
the land’ (chao phaen din).30 The role of the kha was based on valorized difference, but
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was increasingly transformed by the socialist project of acknowledging the equality of all
peoples of Laos, crucial for the recruitment of minorities to the revolutionary struggle.
However, after the victory of the Pathet Lao, some of the remaining networks of the Lao
elite were integrated in the new state, and many former fighters from minority groups
found themselves marginalized, as before.31 At the same time, many uplanders adopted
the developmentalist attitude of their state and acted upon its rhetorics, e.g. by moving
from the mountains to the lowlands.32

Despite professing its multiethnic character, the Lao state showed an inclination
towards re-establishing earlier forms of hierarchy. While the socialist state quietly slipped
into the king’s shoes as the protector of Buddhism, it discouraged central expressions of
local, non-Lao ritual systems. In particular animal sacrifices, which are crucial to many of
these systems, were condemned as wasteful.33 Thus, gaining national recognition through
their most important rituals was virtually impossible for non-Buddhists. However, as the
Laotian state is quite weak in many upland and rural areas, there was no effective
suppression of these practices. If large-scale sacrifices diminished in size and occurrence,
as they did, this was due to a mix of factors, among them poverty in the immediate post-
war decades, increased identification with the new state’s ideology, resettlement and
ethnic mixing of villages, or shifts from subsistence economy to paid labour or cash
cropping, which make the time-consuming large rituals more difficult.34

The Rmeet, who number about 20,000 persons and mostly live in rural northern Laos,
are among the groups affected by these changes. Due to Karl Gustav Izikowitz’s classic
monograph, Lamet, they are represented in the literature better than many other groups of
their size, but this has not increased their recognition in Laos itself. The Rmeet speak a
Mon-Khmer language and most of them are swidden agriculturalists performing non-
Buddhist rituals for various kinds of spirits. Their rituals and social structure are closely
related to the Khmu, the largest ethnic minority of Laos, and they are thus sometimes
identified as a Khmu subgroup – albeit not in the state classification.35 However, while
most Rmeet recognize the similarity, they identify themselves as Khmu only for very
limited reasons, for example when immigrating to Thailand, where there are some old
Khmu families.

The relationship with the Khmu is of particular interest here, as it paved the way for
the adoption of an important form of Khmu ethnic displays, the Boun Greh festival. As
some knowledge of this ritual is required to understand the following, I will briefly
discuss it here, but return to its Rmeet version toward the end of this article.

The festival was modelled upon a household ritual called riid greh, performed by
some Khmu subgroups after the harvest. It centered on the sacrifice of chicken for the
household members and signified the passing of the old year and the arrival of the new.36

In 1993, a group of Khmu with modern education, most of them officials of some
standing and army officers, decided to turn this ritual into a public display of Khmu
ethnicity. According to Khmu ethnographer Suksavang Semana, they wrote a letter to the
then president of the Lao PDR, Khamtay Siphandone, seeking permission to establish
their own New Year festival. After permission was granted later that year, the reformed
ritual, now named Boun Greh after the Lao word for festivals, was slowly introduced
among Khmu groups nation-wide.37

Pierre Petit, who documented the ritual in Borikhamsay province in 2006, describes it
as a large gathering of mostly Khmu people, with a display of various ritual motifs,
including the drinking of rice wine, a procession in neo-traditional dress accompanied by
music on traditional instruments, a sword dance commemorating the deeds of the culture
hero Cheuang, and the killing of a chicken. However, several elements from Lao festivals
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also found their way into the ritual, including its confinement to a fenced area, the
Lambong dance, and the tying of cotton threads around the wrists of the participants
for blessing. The latter, called baci among Lao, is widespread among virtually all groups
in Laos, but prominently identified with the Lao majority.38

The festival explicitly addressed the national level, as it is supposed to provide the
Khmu, as a virtual unity, with the possibility of representing themselves by the same
means as other groups in Laos. A speaker invited from the capital associated the festival
with national solidarity, embodied by the shared experience of the revolution, in which
Khmu fighters, together with those of other ethnic groups, lost their lives. By making the
Boun Greh a commemoration of the war dead, the speaker levelled the differences
between dominant and peripheral cultural identities.39 As Eva Sevenig40 reports from
Luang Nam Tha province, the Boun Greh is celebrated there on January 1st, thus aligning
it with the Western (global) calendar. It thus implies a wide connectivity and is also
dissociated from the harvest. As the popularity of the Boun Greh spreads among Khmu in
Laos, the ritual clearly precedes and shapes the emergence of Rmeet displays of ethnicity.
It provides a framework that Rmeet could adopt and elaborate upon. This was realized in
the village of Mbling, where I witnessed the aforementioned small festival, modelled on
the Boun Greh.

Making Rmeet culture visible

The performance of this small festival, which is the core event in this article, and the
adoption of a nationalized Khmu festival, occurred against the background of a growing
concern about the visibility of Rmeet culture on the national level. In 2011, four well-
regarded Rmeet men met in a multiethnic market village, located at about the same
distance from their home villages, in order to discuss what Rmeet tradition consists of.
They reacted to what they perceived as a deficit suffered by the Rmeet in relation to the
nation state. One of the four men was my interlocutor, Kham. As he explained to me in
2012, the president of the National Assembly of the Lao People’s Democratic Republic
had called upon all minorities to present themselves in Vientiane. This related to the
function of the president of the National Assembly, herself an ethnic Hmong at the time,
as the head of the Lao Front for National Construction (Neo Lao Sangsad), one of the
great mass organizations of the government and in charge of managing the cultural
diversity of the country. Her call led to a growing recognition of these ethnicities on the
national level. Kham highlighted the Khmu and the Hmong, the two largest minorities,
who got the opportunity to broadcast their traditional singing on national radio.

What the four men identified as the most important traits of Rmeet tradition (Lao:
hidgong, R: riid priim) were: the sword dance (wuon), traditional clothes, singing,
drumming on wooden drums, sacrifices at rice granaries, the harvest feast, the sacrifice
to the village spirit, and buffalo sacrifices in general, as well as visiting ill people. They
assembled this list out of fear that the younger generation would lose this knowledge. In
this way they evoked a dichotomy that is central to Rmeet discussions of forgetting or
abandonment of traditions, progress, and development, but also of the preservation of
knowledge, the distinction between the agen, the ‘old people’, and the goon ma, the ‘new
children’. This reference is so conventional that even men in the oldest living generation
would refer me to the agen, when they found themselves unable to explain some detail of
Rmeet cosmology or ritual which I had asked them about.

Only a few of the items on this list are fit for display. Visiting ill people obviously is
not, while buffalo sacrifices, as mentioned above, are discouraged by the government.41
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This latter item, like some others on the list, also highlights the difference between
uplanders and lowland Buddhists. Buffalo sacrifices for the ancestors serve as epitomes
of grand village events. Although lowlanders do perform buffalo sacrifices, their ethnicity
is marked by Buddhist festivals, and these provide the benchmark by which the Rmeet
describe their difference from them. While in certain contexts, both Rmeet and the state
consider Rmeet sacrifices as signs of uplander inferiority to lowland ‘civilization’,42 they
appear as positive identity markers here.

The list also contains a number of items that are interesting in the present context for
two reasons. First, some of these are fairly absent from village life. They belong to the
past, just like some of the identity markers of the Lue which Moerman43 recorded in
Thailand had already fallen into desuetude.

Second, three of the items featured in the small festival, just a few months before the
aforementioned meeting. These were the representations that lend themselves most easily
to display – the sword dance, the drumming, and the traditional clothes.

Although the festival was part of a longstanding research cooperation with my
interlocutors, I was still amazed by the speed and easiness by which it was put up.
Because of my previous research, I did not have the impression of committing a blunder,
like Stéphane Gros did in a comparable situation in Yunnan, and unlike in his case, my
wish to see a rarely performed cultural representation did not reveal hidden tensions
within my field.44 Rather, I was cast in the role of an external witness who would valorize
the ritual and thereby the ethnicity of the Rmeet. This role covered the Euro-American
world, which is denoted by falang in Lao, a generic term for people from these regions.
Falang associates development, modernity, technology, and education on the one hand,
and colonialism and war, on the other – both aspects being demonstrations of power and
wealth. But for the present context, I think that falang first of all represented the outer
limits of the social universe that the Rmeet could imagine including in their myths and
rituals.45

In addition to that, I also potentially represented the state. Although I was never
accompanied by officials after my initial introduction to Rmeet villages, I was occasion-
ally – not always, and not in any congruent manner – associated with the state level when
it seemed fitting. For example, I was excused from keeping certain ritual rules that
villagers had to observe, explicitly because I was ‘government’. On other occasions,
however, I was identified as a ‘child of the Rmeet’, due to my knowledge of the
language.46 Thus, my person offered several options of connectivity.

I was told that performances similar to the one I saw are staged in this village during
two other occasions, the Lao New Year (Pi May Lao), the greatest public festival of the
Lao and, by diffusion, in all of Laos, and the aforementioned Boun Greh, the Khmu
New Year festival, which Mbling village had adopted. These are contexts that evoke a
national level of ethnic integration, and even without regular visitors from the outside, the
presentation of such rare and even abandoned representations like drumming and the
sword dance seemed appropriate. The question I attempt to answer in the following
sections is then, how did these representations find their way into a standardized set of
Rmeet ‘traditions’? Part of the answer is that they already functioned as interfaces
between Rmeet and external agencies in an interethnic field partially structured by states,
in the past.

As Kham had stressed, the list of Rmeet cultural features did not only contain
common present-day practices, but also ‘old traditions’ (riid priim). The latter, I surmise,
are not so much representations distinguishing Rmeet sociality from their neighbours, as
signifiers of a time when local identity is imagined to have been more pronounced than
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today. Representations like drumming styles do not only mark identity-producing differ-
ences on a synchronic level, in the sense that one ethnicity has them and another one has
not. There is also a diachronic dimension in which the past in general stands for cultural
distinctiveness more than the present. As I observed in other contexts as well, Rmeet
sociality complies with Weiner’s observation that the notion of tradition by itself implies
the incomplete transmission of knowledge.47 The appearance of drumming in the list and
in the festival suggests that the creation of ethnic identity demands the acknowledgement
of the transience of cultural representations. The festival provided a context in which both
the preservation and the loss of drumming and other items of ‘tradition’ could be
articulated at the same time. The very fact that drumming was an element of public,
everyday life in days gone by assigned it a privileged role in cultural preservation. Like
ritual, preservation is marked as a context unlike everyday life.

But what is equally important is the fact that identities need others. As many
students of upland Southeast Asia since Leach and Lehman48 have stressed, upland
identities emerge from processes of differentiation in the interaction of various local
groups. Identities could just as well be called alterities. It is statements about differ-
ence, of altering, which build ethnic identity, especially beyond the village level. Every
statement about certain people, places, rituals etc. belonging to one category can only
be formulated in relation to other categories. This is what the above representations of
Rmeet ethnicity share – they represent such external relationships, in the sense of
making these present anew.49 The items chosen to represent Rmeet tradition I wit-
nessed during the festival, refer to other ethnicities or states. They do not so much
attempt to display some essence of Rmeet culture on a larger stage. Rather, what they
demonstrate are the historical relations between Rmeet and non-Rmeet. Rmeet distinc-
tiveness is not couched in terms of primordial isolation, but in terms of the specificity
of external relations. The most obvious item during the festival was the Lambong
dance, which Rmeet clearly do not identify as a Rmeet tradition. Yet, it is now
performed during village rituals, some funerals and weddings. Let us look at two
particularly revealing examples from the list of Rmeet traditions, the sword dance
and the traditional women’s costume.

The sword dance

The sword dance is part of the ritual in which single Rmeet increase their status by buying
a ranked title.50 It used to be performed during the annual sacrificial rites for the village
spirit in the past, when the village was closed to outsiders (i.e. external witnesses).
Performers are men who swing two sabers around their body while artfully moving to
the accompaniment of drums. Khmu and Lao practice similar dances in the context of
buffalo sacrifices.51

However, my interlocutors related the origin of the sword dance not to these close
neighbors, but to labour migration. A late-nineteenth-century source describes the Rmeet
as remote mountain people, but also reports that they regularly cross the border between
Laos and Nan in northern Thailand, in order to work in the teak forests.52 It was there, the
Rmeet say, that they learned sword fighting from Burmese Shan, in order to defend
themselves from robbers during their long journey back home. This origin was reflected in
the clothes that the dancers chose to wear when they performed it for me. These
resembled, my interlocutors explained, the dress of ancient lowland soldiers. Thus, the
sword dance is deliberately identified as something acquired from a different group, a
result of interactions across the boundaries of Rmeet sociality. Until today, Rmeet see fear
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of robbers as a characteristic of the migration experience. In contrast, they portray their
own sociality as trustful and compassionate.

In this respect, the Rmeet sword dance contrasts with its counterpart among the Khmu.
While the parallels are obvious and the display of the Khmu sword dance might have been
an incentive to include its Rmeet equivalent in the list of traditions, the meaning of the
two performances is quite different. Petit’s photograph of the dance during the Boun
Greh53 shows a dancer in neotraditional Khmu dress, as he commemorates the deeds of
Khmu culture hero Cheuang. This character is related to the royal hero of a Lao epic of
the same name, probably a historical figure, although for Khmu, the term covers a range
of culture heroes, diviners, and other exceptional figures.54 The Rmeet tell similar stories
about Jeung, which is linguistically clearly related and refers to a category of creators and
culture heroes linked to numerous features of the present world, including artefacts like
pottery found in the upland fields. However, the Jeung have nothing to do with the sword
dance. This is, the Khmu dance claims Khmu-ness in an idiom of origin and heroism
closely related to the way that lowland Lao create identity through their own history. The
Rmeet I talked to, in contrast, embody their historical relations with neighboring countries
and the adoption of their practices in the dance. The difference is conspicuous by the dress
worn during the dance, neotraditional Khmu costumes versus historical lowland uniforms.
The connectivity of the Rmeet sword dance thus expands to Thailand and the Shan. This
potential is not actualized in the sense that Shan should be present as witnesses of the
dance. However, the dance demonstrates how these external relations are built into the
reproduction of Rmeet-ness.

This valorization of external origin is even more obvious when we consider that the
sword dance was common even among the Lao. The Rmeet could have chosen to identify
the origin of the dance with the Lao, much closer neighbors. Yet, relations across cultural
and geographical distances are valorized as such, assigning a higher value to what travels
a greater distance. For our understanding of the ritual in question, it is less important how
the sword dance entered the Rmeet ritual system historically, but what Rmeet currently
say about it. In this respect, the connectivity of the dance does not point to some unique
Rmeet origin, but to Rmeet relations with others at the edge of their social universe.

The invention of traditional clothes

Rmeet identify a certain type of skirt as the traditional women’s dress, as well as a piece of
blue cloth as a headdress. The skirt is made of three broad strips of cloth, with colored
stitching on the upper part, a broad black strip in the middle, and a white one for the lower
section. The small blue headscarf is often adorned with a few coins and beads. An earlier
version of this type of skirt, without the white strip, but clearly identified by my
interlocutors, already features on photos taken in the 1930s by Karl Gustav Izikowitz.55

However, nineteenth-century sources report that the Rmeet had hardly any clothes,56 and
my interlocutors told me the same. Men wore a piece of cloth around their hips and
women a skirt of plant fibers.57 Thus, what is now thought of as traditional costume
probably appeared sometime between 1900 and the mid-1930s. It is impossible to
reconstruct the origin of the design, and I was offered no local histories of it. But the
costume again references external relations. As the Rmeet do not practice weaving, they
bought cloth from other groups and then stitched it together. The Rmeet thus joined a
mutually intelligible code of difference that became increasingly prevalent in their inter-
ethnic relations – groups distinguished themselves by clothing. As the Rmeet themselves
do not explicitly state this – nor do they deny it – let me make this point in more detail.
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The code of dress applies to at least two categories of groups in particular: the Tai
speakers of the lowland kingdoms and the stateless ethnicities that had arrived from
China, like the Hmong and the Akha. Both these categories of groups used a highly
developed semantic of belonging expressed by clothing. Lowland Tai groups were
structured by the domains of local lords and princes, usually described as ‘galactic
polities’ or ‘mandala states’.58 Their inhabitants expressed allegiance to their lords by
wearing the costume appropriate to each domain.59 This appears as one of the major
means to establish local identity – several representations that appear as ‘local culture’
today can historically be better described as markers of allegiance, hierarchy, or alliance.60

The groups originating in China, in contrast, define themselves as migrants in
ethnically diverse surroundings. The Akha in particular developed a highly differentiated
system of subgroups, which are aptly described as ‘headdress groups’,61 as each group is
defined by its particular, elaborate women’s headdress. Akha group fission prompts the
design of a different costume for the women of the new group.62 These groups arrived in
Laos in places not too far away from the Rmeet settlement area from the middle of the
nineteenth century, and it is quite possible that Rmeet came to know them during their
travels to Thailand. Other groups are also supposed to have derived their ethnonyms from
their characteristic clothing, including White and Green Hmong, Red Tai (Tai Daeng) and
Black Tai (Tai Dam).

Cloth also became a means to articulate relationships with the outside, probably
sometime later. In the past, the Rmeet had cultivated cotton as a cash crop only. At
least one informant described the sale of cotton and the buying of clothing in the lowlands
as a kind of exchange, although in fact it consisted of two unrelated transfers. While
cotton growing has disappeared, its memory is preserved in the ritual verses for the rice
spirit. This way, external relations found their place in the reproduction of local fertility.
This trade helped to establish clothing as a code that differentiated local identities as
alterities, as the difference between producers and buyers of cotton and of clothing,
respectively. Clothing thus evokes connectivity with markets and weavers, both of
which the Rmeet identify as non-Rmeet. Again, the physical presence of these specific
others is not required in order to valorize the display. Connectivity differs from actual
social relationships by encompassing actual as well as potential and virtual relationships.
But connectivity provides a representation, i.e. dress, with the openness required for
establishing external relationships, either on the market, where representatives of various
ethnicities meet, or during staged events under the gaze of the state.

There was thus a strong incentive to develop clothes that signify local identity. How
exactly this identity was constructed in the early twentieth century is not known, and it
also remains unclear why the focus was on women’s clothing. Sure enough, women’s
clothes serve as markers of ethnic difference quite generally in Southeast Asia, more so
than men’s clothes. As local markets are provided mostly by women traders, they formed
contact zones in which such distinctions could be displayed. While there is no sign of
active Rmeet trading in the early twentieth century, their trips to the budding markets in
the area, like Tafa, would have drawn their attention to a plethora of differences articu-
lated by costume.63

Both dance and dress thus testify to a history of communication and the interrelated
emergence of groups. They encode experiences of cultural difference in trade and wage
labor, and also remain as documents of an increasing differentiation of ethnic categories.
Such categories probably elaborated upon previous differences between uplanders and
lowlanders, Buddhists and non-Buddhists, people with different access to trade and
political centers, autochthons and newcomers, enemies and allies. Relationships were
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thus much more complex than the straightforward distinction between state and uplands
which James Scott64 has identified as the central momentum of identity making in this
region. These differences were increasingly conventionalized, using shared codes like
clothing. Part of this happened well before the arrival of the modern nation state, in which
the sharing or difference of culture becomes an issue, but proved to be connective to its
demands of cultural identity. The differences coded by earlier experiences could now
serve as a resource for the articulation of local identity vis-à-vis the state.

Debating Boun Greh

While dance and clothing provided the content of the small festival, Boun Greh was the
model of its form. This form, once again, referenced a foreign origin. It articulates
connectivity to a neighboring group, this time by using the code of festivals and
New Year celebrations. The Rmeet ritual system contains a ritual that is similar enough
to the Khmu riid greh in order to provide a model necessary to adopt the village-scale
Boun Greh. It is called bliao ngo and is performed, like the Khmu harvest ritual, by single
households. When the harvest is brought into the granary, the household head kills a pig
or chicken and smears the ladder and the entrance of the granary with fresh blood. After
all participants have entered the granary, the housemother calls the rice spirit, and
participants drink rounds of rice whisky together. Afterwards, they share a meal of rice,
minced meat, and meat soup with the spirit. The size of the ritual largely depends of the
perceived success of the harvest. If a household enjoyed a large harvest, it will sacrifice a
pig, in order to feed a greater number of guests, but if the housefather deems the harvest
small, he might only invite his brothers for a quick sacrifice of a chicken. Thus, the ritual
also serves to establish the household’s status as a rice farming unit and is therefore quite
specific to the house that performs it. In fact, the level of the village is not articulated at
all. How, then, does this ritual relate to the Boun Greh, the other model for the festival
I saw?

In Mbling, the Boun Greh was introduced as part of ritual revisions made possible by
the resettlement from its mountain site to the bank of the Nam Tha in 2000. No
development project or state coercion has been involved in the resettlement, despite this
being common in Laos.65 Villagers themselves decided to have better access to trade
routes, markets, and education opportunities and therefore moved closer to the state and
its representations. The Nam Tha is an important traffic conduit in the area and there are
Lao villages on its banks nearby. Mbling is, as far as my interlocutors could tell me, the
only Rmeet village that celebrates the Boun Greh, and the status of the ritual is still
contested, as I will show below.

Resettlement demands the establishment of relations with a new village spirit and thus
provides an opportunity to alter the ritual framework of a village in other respects as well.
In the present case, the village headman had promoted the Boun Greh not only as a way to
join a code of New Year’s festivals, but also as a means to rationalize the harvest rituals.
Instead of performing them in each household on different days, the scale was expanded
to the whole village and reduced to a single day. The reason given was that this would
save time, a statement exemplifying a shifting perspective on ritual and cosmology. As
Elias66 has observed, it is the expanding chains of interdependence that make a precise
reckoning of time necessary. Under these conditions, time can turn into a resource. Insofar
as the connectivity of Boun Greh recognizes a nation-wide scale of ritual interdependence,
the reduction in its duration mirrors this increased connectivity. Boun Greh is also more
economic in regard to sacrifices, the headmen explained. Instead of every house killing its
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own animal, now there is only a single pig, bought by all households together. This shifts
status recognition away from prestigious household feasts and accommodates government
demands to reduce sacrifices. The connectivity of harvest rituals thus changes signifi-
cantly, from the range of a household among other households towards the village in
relation to the state.

Still, as a harvest ritual, the bliao ngo connects with the Boun Greh, and Kham readily
asserted that the two rituals are equivalent. However, another man whom I asked about the
Boun Greh said that it is sometimes done on a very small scale only – last year he had
only killed a dog. But Kham was quick to correct him: The other man had only performed
his own personal bliao ngo in a small way, while otherwise the whole village was dancing
and celebrating during Boun Greh. This brief exchange demonstrates that the identity of
bliao ngo and Boun Greh is quite debated and open to misunderstandings.

There is another issue that drives a wedge between Boun Greh and bliao ngo. When a
household sets the date for its bliao ngo, it avoids those days in the ten-day week on
which former members of the household had died. Performing a sacrifice then would
provoke illness and death. Obviously, these days are different for each house, and it is
therefore unlikely that any single day within the 10-day week would be feasible for the
entire village to perform Boun Greh. There is, of course, a simple and practical solution to
this. Those who cannot perform their bliao ngo on the day of the Boun Greh will perform
it on a different one. However, this only renders visible the distinction between two
practices that a modernist agenda of time-saving and cultural representation would equate.
Here, the different connectivities of the two types of ritual separate. The Boun Greh
allows to share a code of festivals with the Khmu in relation to the state, but does so only
by ignoring the level of individual households. The bliao ngo’s connectivity recognizes
the specificities of each household, its dead and its status, but does not connect to levels
beyond the village. Thus, the transition of representations from their initial connectivity to
another one has its price.

Conclusion

As any cultural representation is a means to communicate, it engenders a particular
connectivity with other communications and communicative contexts, e.g. social scales
and networks. Choosing a specific representation means to connect the parties of com-
munication in a specific manner, different from those enabled by another representation.
Certain representations are marked as ‘transcultural’ in the sense that they are designed to
address what is perceived as cultural difference by those who employ these representa-
tions. These representations construct, reconfirm, and bridge the assumed differences.
They are means to establish relations with parties classified as ‘outside’ a respective
community or category of persons. The inside–outside difference is, as it were, internal to
these representations. In the Southeast Asian highlands, cultural difference has been a
constitutive aspect of local communicative patterns for a long time, albeit classical
anthropological models had difficulties accommodating this.67 Indeed, many cultural
representations create connectivity to categories of people explicitly understood to be
strangers. Such cultural representations necessarily change along with the people, groups,
and socialities that they connect with each other.

The case of the Rmeet of Mbling provides an example of such representations in the
moment of transformation and expansion. While hardly being involved in globalized
forms of displaying their culture, like national or local cultural festivals or tourist
shows, the Rmeet picked up such forms of communicating their ‘tradition’ quickly.
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This was possible because the display of ethnicity, as a way to communicate difference to
the scale of the nation-state, is neither an unmediated process restricted to two parties, nor
is it without its cultural predecessors. For the Rmeet village where I observed it, the Boun
Greh of the Khmu provided a form that was based on the connectivity between ethnicities.
The Khmu and Rmeet consider each other to be virtual ‘relatives’, and they acknowledge
their cultural similarity. In Mbling, I was told that Khmu had created the local village
spirit ritual, although nobody I know claimed descent from these legendary immigrants.68

Thus, in this particular context, the Khmu are seen as similar enough to establish a relay
point between the respective ritual and social systems of Khmu and Rmeet, and different
enough in order to be models of innovation. The Boun Greh was thus one obvious means
for the Rmeet to articulate their relationships with the nation state, in a ternary
relationship.

The code of the ‘culture festival’ was already well known. Thus, even the minor
presence of a single, although locally well-known anthropologist could trigger its staging,
as a means to connect the local to a virtual global audience, represented by my own
baffled person. This kind of external audience is now available to ethnicities that are more
popular among tourists, like Hmong or Akha, but as yet unavailable to Rmeet. Numerous
interactions in the past made it clear to me that I was considered as a linkage to a scale
otherwise hardly accessible, one to remote and powerful falang (Euro-American) places.
Staging an ethnic display for me was not just an extremely generous recognition of my
curiosity. It also built a relationship defined by the distinction of performer and witness of
local reproduction. It matched this distinction to a scale that had hardly been included into
local sociality before, the scale of falang-Rmeet relations. By choosing me as a witness to
what they conceived as ‘traditional culture’, the Rmeet of Mbling proved their sociality to
be expansive, stretching out to include ever larger scales of witnesses into the horizon of
the local.

The choice of clothing and the sword dance for the list of Rmeet traditions point into a
similar direction. Both were introduced to Rmeet society in the context of the emergence
of local identity through transcultural practices. They do not so much document Rmeet
uniqueness than Rmeet relatedness – or rather, they enable Rmeet to conceive their
uniqueness as a specific kind of relatedness.

In this respect, the transformation of local representations into displays of ethnicity
follows a model of defining local sociality by its connectivity that has existed well before
the advent of modern conceptions of ethnicity and the nation state. The code of clothing
probably arrived among Rmeet in the early twentieth century. In the early twenty-first
century, it was followed by the code of folklore and New Year’s festivals. In both cases,
the new codes integrated a particular type and scale of the foreign into the local. The
sword dance addressed the labour migration experience and the setting of Northern
Thailand as a source of local wealth. The specific other addressed by the clothing style
is harder to discern. It might have been the diversity of lowland clothing or among
neighboring uplanders, like Akha and Hmong, or both, experienced on markets. The
same impetus that currently drives Rmeet to establish themselves as distinctive in the gaze
of the National Assembly president might have inspired the Rmeet of the past to create
their own costume. The difference between interethnic relations and state-minority rela-
tions exemplified by these instances appears as a rather contingent specification of a more
general way of relating to outsiders.

There is thus a specificity to each code which addresses and integrates selected others.
The invention of Rmeet costume was probably a conscious, creative act, driven by the
availability of new trade relations and the visibility of difference in a multiethnic field.
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The invention of Rmeet culture as folklore or ethnic display, however, corresponds to the
introduction of a type of historicity that goes along with the nation state. When the nation
state claims a deep history as the foundation of its identity,69 this easily turns into a call
for all the local identities it encompasses to demonstrate a similar historicity. The official
publication of the aforementioned Lao National Front for Construction on the ethnic
groups of the country does not only provide a neat, essentializing list, it also starts each
entry with a sketch of the history of the respective ethnic group70 – even though, in my
estimation, most of these histories are highly speculative at best. However, they mirror the
value system by which the government currently conceives ethnic diversity. Historicity
becomes a value that is integrated into the new forms of communication that the Rmeet
are about to develop, in Mbling, for example. In turn, some almost extinct practices are
revived and preserved. In this way, the Rmeet once again establish their distinct sociality
in terms of a more expansive code of connectivity. If the code of costume demanded the
invention of new combinations of cloth and design, the code of festivals and other ethnic
displays demands the invention of histories.

History and preservation, coupled with a sense of loss and change, are shaped as new
ideas that are aspects of the code of connectivity represented by ethnic festivals. Loss and
change might have been social experiences in pre-nation state contexts as well, but it is
only in the current context that they emerge as ideas that help define specific social
identities in their relationship to nation states.71 The ideas of preservation and loss
establish not only cultural difference, but also the distinction of ‘tradition’ and ‘moder-
nity’ as forms of self-description in a national and global context. The display of culture
as ethnicity opens up new channels of communication, but it also helps to imagine – and
thus practice – what ‘modernity’ is by contrast. The synchronic mapping of ethnicities
suggested by ethnic displays encompasses a diachronic dimension that evokes a more
‘authentic’, ethnicized past and thereby establishes the value-ideas of ‘tradition’ and
‘modernity’ as mutually constitutive. Tradition demands preservation, modernity signifies
its loss.

However, from a local point of view, ethnic displays came into being as an elaboration
of the codes of external relationships that have been part of social reproduction even
before the advent of global and national demands for constructing ethnic identity.
Displaying local culture in the code of festivals, dance and dress does not just result
from the ‘wider world’ crashing in onto isolated communities. These people have always
lived in a world wider than their villages and ethnicities.
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1. Denes, “Folklorizing Northern Khmer culture”; and McDowell, “Rethinking folklorization”.
2. I use the term representations here in the Durkheimian sense of ‘collective representations’,
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11. Luhmann, Soziale Systeme, Chapter 4.
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argument. See Jonsson, “Paths to freedom” and Slow anthropology, for a critique.
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22. I am wary of comparing the Rmeet case with similar-looking cases of ethnicity construction in

Asia. Minority ethnicities that employ ethnic displays do so from different cultural, historical,
and political vantage points. The Lue of Yunnan, a former Buddhist kingdom of lowland
paddy rice farmers, employs festivals to connect to the strong, expanding, culturally dominant
Chinese state under circumstances of internal tourism (Davis, Song and silence), the Khmu in
Laos, non-state autochthonous swiddeners, use them to integrate on the village level into a
multi-ethnic state with a strong Buddhist bias (see below), and the Mien of Thailand, a non-
state group with an extended history of migration, uses cultural festivals in order to connect to
a state that defines itself as monocultural (Jonsson, Mien relations). Even socialist states in the
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region differ in the ways they conceptualize and treat their minorities (Michaud, “Handling
mountain minorities”), so that a comparison would be a demanding and complex task better
reserved for a different article.

23. E.g. Mueggler, “Dancing fools”; and Siu, “Recycling tradition.”
24. Jonsson, Slow anthropology.
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a lesser degree, Rmeet. The connectivity of such tales of origin to the transformations brought
about by the nation state is worth considering in a separate context. See Gravers, “Conversion
and Identity,” 235; Kammerer, “Customs and Christian Conversion,” 282; Oppitz,
“Geschichte”; Proschan, “People,” 1024; and Smalley, Vang, and Yang, Mother.
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